Autophagosomal Syntaxin17-dependent lysosomal degradation maintains neuronal function in Drosophila
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During autophagy, phagophores capture portions of cytoplasm and form double-membrane autophagosomes to deliver cargo for lysosomal degradation. How autophagosomes gain competence to fuse with late endosomes and lysosomes is not known. In this paper, we show that Syntaxin17 is recruited to the outer membrane of autophagosomes to mediate fusion through its interactions with ubisnap (SNAP-29) and VAMP7 in Drosophila melanogaster. Loss of these genes results in accumulation of autophagosomes and a block of autolysosomal degradation during basal, starvation-induced, and developmental autophagy. Viable Syntaxin17 mutant adults show large-scale accumulation of autophagosomes in neurons, severe locomotion defects, and premature death. These mutant phenotypes cannot be rescued by neuron-specific inhibition of caspases, suggesting that caspase activation and cell death do not play a major role in brain dysfunction. Our findings reveal the molecular mechanism underlying autophagosomal fusion events and show that lysosomal degradation and recycling of sequestered autophagosome content is crucial to maintain proper functioning of the nervous system.

Vesicle fusion events are usually mediated by the action of different SNARE proteins that assemble into complexes in a combinatorial fashion. A SNARE complex contains four parallel SNARE helix bundles, supplied by a Qa SNARE and either separate Qb and Qc SNAREs or a SNAP protein that contains both Qb and Qc SNARE domains, all located on the membrane of the first vesicle, and an R SNARE anchored to the second vesicle (Hong, 2005). Yeast SNARE proteins Vam3, Vam7, Vti1, and Ykt6 have all been suggested to play a role in fusion of autophagosomes with the vacuole, the equivalent of metazoan lysosomes (Dilcher et al., 2001; Ishihara et al., 2001; Ohashi and Munro, 2010). Vam3 and Vam7 have no clear homologues in metazoa. Moreover, we and others showed that autophagosomes accumulate if formation of late endosomes is blocked in Drosophila melanogaster and mammals, indicating that amphiphilic cargo plays a critical role in autophagosome clearance in these cells, unlike in yeast (Filimonenko et al., 2007; Rusten et al., 2007; Juhász et al., 2008). Mammalian VAMP7, VAMP8, and
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Vti1b were all suggested to be involved in autophagosomal fusion events (Fader et al., 2009; Furuta et al., 2010). The accumulation of both autophagosomes and autolysosomes in Vti1b knockout mice indicates that this gene product is likely to function in later steps of autophagy (Atlashkin et al., 2003). Ykt6 and VAMP7 have also been implicated in the formation of phagophores in yeast and mammalian cells, respectively (Moreau et al., 2011; Nair et al., 2011).

In a screen for SNAREs involved in autophagy, we identified Syx17 (Syntaxin17, Qa), the SNAP-29 homologue ubisnap (usnp, Qbc), and VAMP7 (CG1599, R) as required for autophagosome fusion events. We showed that Syx17 is recruited to the outer membrane of autophagosomes to acquire fusion competence, and loss of Syx17 results in neuronal dysfunction, locomotion defects, and early death of adult flies.

Results and discussion

We performed a genetic screen for SNARE proteins involved in starvation-induced autophagy, by generating GFP-marked RNAi cell clones in mCherry-Atg8a-expressing Drosophila fat bod- 
ies. The mCherry-Atg8a reporter is bound to phagophores and autophagosomes through a lipid anchor on its C terminus. In addition, mCherry-Atg8a attached to the inner membrane of autophagosomes is selectively transported to autolysosomes, which are prominently labeled by this reporter as a result of large-scale accumulation of both autophagosomes and autolysosomes in starved larvae (Kimura et al., 2007). Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 knockdown cells showed a similar and very characteristic phenotype: small mCherry-Atg8a dots accumulated in the perinuclear region, unlike the evenly distributed, bigger, and brighter dots observed in neighboring control cells (Fig. 1, A–C and P; and Table S1 shows the results of our screen).

Depletion of Syx17, usnp, or VAMP7 resulted in a complete block of starvation-induced punctate LysoTracker staining, a dye commonly used to label autolysosomes in Drosophila fat body (Fig. 1, D–F and Q). Starvation-induced LysoTracker red (LTR) staining was also impaired in Syx17[LL] and VAMP7[EP] mutant larvae that carry transposon insertions in the coding sequences of these genes 22 and 24 nucleotides downstream of the translation start site, respectively (Fig. 1, G, H, J, and R), similar to an independent RNAi line targeting usnp (Fig. 1, K and Q). Transgenic expression of Syx17 restored punctate LysoTracker staining in Syx17 mutants, confirming that loss of Syx17 caused the mutant phenotype (Fig. 1, I and R). Tandem-tagged mCherry-GFP-Atg8a is commonly used for analyzing autophagic flux (Kimura et al., 2007). This reporter is normally transported to autolysosomes where GFP is rapidly quenched, but mCherry persists in control cells (Fig. 1, L and L’). In contrast, structures positive for both GFP and mCherry accumulated in the perinuclear region of Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 RNAi cells, indicating a block of GFP inactivation (Fig. 1, M–O’). Developmental autophagy of the fat body at the onset of metamorphosis was also impaired in Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 RNAi cells (Fig. S1, A–F, M, and N).

Immunostainings revealed accumulation of endogenous Atg8a-positive dots representing autophagosomes in Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 loss-of-function cells compared with adjacent control fat body cells, both in starved (Fig. 2, A–C and M) and well-fed larvae (Fig. S1, G–I and O). Levels of the specific cargo p62 inversely correlate with autophagic degradation in flies and mammals (Bjørkay et al., 2009; Pietsch et al., 2012). p62 aggregates accumulated in Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 loss-of-function cells both in starved (Fig. 2, D–F and N) and well-fed larvae (Fig. S1, J–L and P), indicating impaired autophagic breakdown. Western blots also revealed increased p62 and autophagosome-associated, lipidated Atg8a-II levels in starved Syx17 and VAMP7 mutant larvae compared with controls (Fig. 2 G). Larvae expressing usnp RNAi in all cells showed similar accumulation of Atg8a-II and p62 (Fig. S1 Q). Syx17 mutants are viable despite profound autophagy defects, similar to Atg7- and Atg8a-null mutants (Juhász et al., 2007; Simonsen et al., 2008). Levels of p62 and lipidated Atg8a-II also increased in well-fed Syx17 mutant adult flies compared with controls (Fig. 2 H). Western blots using our novel polyclonal rat and guinea pig anti-Syx17 antisera detected two bands near the predicted molecular weight of this protein, both of which were missing from Syx17 mutants (Fig. 2, G and H; and Fig. S1 R). Faint bands were visible in the independent Syx17 transposon insertion mutant line Syx17[WH1] (Fig. 2 G). All these results indicated that autophagosomes cannot progress to autolysosomes in the absence of Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7. Ultrastructural analysis indeed revealed accumulation of double-membrane autophagosomes and impaired generation of autolysosomes in starved Syx17 mutant, usnp RNAi, and VAMP7 mutant fat body cells (Fig. 2, I–L and O).

Our loss-of-function data suggested that Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 function as part of the same SNARE complex. Human STX17 (Syntaxin17) was previously shown to bind to SNAP-29, but the significance of this interaction remained unknown (Steegmaier et al., 1998). We found that both HA-tagged usnp and VAMP7 coimmunoprecipitated with FLAG-tagged Syx17 in cultured Drosophila cells (Fig. 3 A). The amount of VAMP7 bound to beads increased when all three proteins were co-expressed, suggesting that Syx17 and usnp together bind more efficiently to VAMP7 than Syx17 alone (Fig. 3 A). We also produced anti-usnp antiserum to detect interactions of endogenous proteins. These polyclonal rat antibodies specifically recognized endogenous usnp as a single 36-kD band, which was reduced by systemic expression of usnp RNAi transgenes in larvae (Fig. S1 Q). We could readily detect endogenous usnp in anti-Syx17 immunoprecipitates from lysates of adult flies (Fig. 3 B). Vice versa, endogenous Syx17 could be immunoprecipitated with anti-usnp antibodies from cultured cell lysates (Fig. 3 C).

These results established the identity of autophagosome fusion-specific SNARE complex subunits but did not reveal which ones are present on autophagosomes. As ubisnap/SNAP-29 has both Qb and Qc SNARE domains but no transmembrane domain or lipidation site, it is likely recruited to its target membrane through interaction with Syx17, a Qa SNARE. Drosophila Syx17 localized to the ER (Fig. S2, A and B), similar to human STX17 (Hong, 2005). Drosophila VAMP7 is predicted to be present in late endosomes and lysosomes (Hong, 2005). We thus reasoned that Syx17 could also localize to autophagosomes to...
recruit usnp, and they mediate fusion of autophagosomes and endolysosomes by binding to VAMP7 located in the membranes of the degradative organelles. Endogenous Syx17 was indeed detected in 30.5% (61/200) of endogenous Atg8a-positive autophagosomes in starved animals and also colocalized with 43% (86/200) of GFP-Atg8a dots (Fig. 4, A and B). In contrast, Syx17 essentially did not colocalize with the phagophore marker Atg8 (2.5%, 5/200) or GFP–dLAMP–positive late endosomes and lysosomes (6.8%, 16/236; Fig. 4, C and D). Loss of Atg2 results in accumulation of stalled phagophores that already contain Atg8 homologues in worms and mammals (Lu et al., 2011; Velikkakath et al., 2012). Accordingly, Atg8a and Syx17 did not colocalize in Atg2 mutants (2.8%, 9/322; Fig. 4 E). Finally, immuno-EM showed the presence of endogenous Syx17 in the outer membrane of autophagosomes (Fig. 4 F). Thus, Syx17 is recruited to autophagosomes to promote their fusion with late endosomes and lysosomes through its interactions with usnp and VAMP7.

Two papers relying on siRNA depletion of human STX17 were published while our manuscript was under review (Itakura et al., 2012; Hamasaki et al., 2013). Itakura et al. (2012) found that STX17, SNAP-29, and VAMP8 cooperate to mediate fusion of autophagosomes with late endosomes and lysosomes in mammalian cells. Also, GFP-STX17 localized to the membranes of autophagosomes. In contrast, Hamasaki et al. (2013) suggested that no autophagosomes form in STX17 siRNA–treated

Figure 1. Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 are required for autophagy in Drosophila. (A–C) Syx17 (A), usnp (B), or VAMP7 (C) depletion in GFP-marked fat cell clones leads to formation of numerous small, mostly perinuclear mCherry-Atg8a dots, unlike the larger, brighter, evenly distributed punctae in surrounding control cells of starved larvae. (D–F) Knockdown of Syx17 (D), usnp (E), or VAMP7 (F) in LAMP1-GFP–marked cells blocks starvation-induced punctate LysoTracker red (LTR) staining. (G–J) Starvation leads to formation of LTR dots in control larvae (G). No LTR punctae form in starved Syx17 mutants (H), whereas LTR staining is restored in mutants expressing a Syx17 transgene (I). No LTR dots appear in VAMP7 mutants (J). (K) Expression of a second, independent usnp RNAi transgene also blocks LTR puncta formation. (L–O) Tandem-tagged mCherry-GFP–Atg8a is transported to autolysosomes that appear as mCherry-positive puncta (magenta in L) in control cells of starved larvae. Silencing of Syx17 [M], usnp [N], or VAMP7 [O] results in the formation of numerous dots positive for both mCherry and GFP (white). Dot plots in L–O show intensity and colocalization profiles of mCherry and GFP dots. Pearson correlation coefficients shown at the top indicate strong colocalization of GFP and mCherry in M–O. (P–R) Quantification of data presented in A–C (P), D–F and K (Q), and G–J (R); n = 10 for all genotypes. mCh, mCherry. Error bars mark SDs. *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001. Bar, 20 µm.
Figure 2. Autophagosomes accumulate upon loss of Syx17, usnp, or VAMP7. (A–C) Increased numbers of Atg8a-positive autophagosomes are seen in Syx17 mutant (A), usnp (B), and VAMP7 (C) RNAi cells in starved larvae. (D–F) p62 aggregates accumulate in Syx17 mutant (D), usnp (E), and VAMP7 (F) RNAi cells in starved larvae. Note that Syx17 mutant cells are marked by lack of GFP expression in A and D, whereas RNAi cells express LAMP1-GFP in B, C, E, and F. (G) Western blots show increased autophagosome-associated, lipidated Atg8a-II levels in starved Syx17 and VAMP7 mutant larvae compared with controls. Accumulation of p62 in Syx17 and VAMP7 mutants is comparable to Atg7 mutants that are unable to lipidate Atg8a. Both the 34- and 40-kD isoforms of Syx17 disappear in Syx17[LL] mutants based on rat anti-Syx17 immunoblots, whereas faint bands are visible in Syx17[WH] mutant larvae. (H) Atg8a-II and p62 accumulate in well-fed Syx17 mutant adults compared with controls or Syx16 mutants (an additional control). Both Syx17-specific bands are missing from Syx17 mutant adults. (I–L) Numerous large autolysosomes (AL) and few double-membrane autophagosomes (arrowheads) are visible in ultrastructural images of control fat body cells from starved animals (I). Loss of Syx17 (J), usnp (K), or VAMP7 (L) function leads to accumulation of autophagosomes and lack of autolysosomes. (M–O) Quantification of data presented in A–C (M), D–F (N), and I–L (O). AP, autophagosome. n = 10 for A–F, and n = 4 for I–L. Error bars mark SDs. ***, P < 0.001. Bars: (A–F) 20 µm; (I–L) 1 µm.
cells. Our results support the findings of the former work with the exception of VAMP8, but flies appear to have only VAMP7 and lack the closely related VAMP8. According to Itakura et al. (2012), a pool of free cytosolic STX17 may be directly inserted into the outer membrane of autophagosomes. This is likely mediated by its two glycine-rich transmembrane domains and the C-terminal region (Itakura et al., 2012). Drosophila Syx17 shows a similar domain structure to human STX17, so it may also be transported to autophagosomes by this pathway (Fig. S2 C).

Depletion of syntaxin5 was recently shown to cause defects in autophagic protein degradation caused by impaired trafficking of hydrolases from ER to Golgi and thus lysosomes (Renna et al., 2011). Importantly, syntaxin5 seemed to be dispensable for the fusion of autophagosomes with endosomes and lysosomes, indicating that it functions at a later step during autophagy than Syx17.

Continuous basal autophagy is critical for the homeostasis of quiescent, nondividing cells, such as neurons. We and others reported earlier that autophagy deficiency results in accumulation of protein aggregates and progressive neurodegeneration in flies and mice (Hara et al., 2006; Komatsu et al., 2006; Juhász et al., 2007). Syx17 mutant adults were viable but unable to fly or climb properly, and all died within 4 d of eclosion (n = 351). We detected large-scale accumulation of Atg8a-positive autophagosomes and p62 aggregates in Syx17 mutant brains (Fig. 5, A, B, and F). Neurons of well-fed Syx17 mutant adult flies contained vast numbers of autophagosomes: on average, 20% of total cytoplasm was enclosed within them (Fig. 5, D and G). In contrast, autophagic structures were rarely observed in ultrastructural images of control brains or mutants rescued by transgenic expression of Syx17 (Fig. 5, C, E, and G). Altogether 86% of cells (201/234, n = 4) contained autophagosomes in ultrastructural sections of mutant brains, in contrast with 1% of neurons in control flies (3/270, n = 4) or 2% in rescued flies (6/327, n = 4).

2-d-old Syx17 mutants performed poorly in a climbing test (Fig. 5 H), an established measure of nervous system function (Juhász et al., 2007). Again, transgenic expression of Syx17 rescued this locomotion defect (Fig. 5 H). We showed earlier that loss of Atg7 leads to widespread apoptosis in brains of 30-d-old mutant adults (Juhász et al., 2007). On average, 25% of neurons were positive for active caspase 3 in the absence of Syx17 in mutant brains, unlike in similarly aged controls (Fig. S2, D–F). TUNEL assays showed that 20% of mutant cells contained fragmented DNA indicating cell death, whereas practically no TUNEL-positive neurons were identified in control or rescued 2-d-old adult brains (Fig. 5, I–K; and Fig. S2 G, quantification). This seemed specific to neurons, as no TUNEL-positive cells were detected in muscles of mutant adults (Fig. S2, H and I). Transgenic expression of the effector caspase inhibitor p35 in mutant neurons suppressed TUNEL staining (Fig. S2, G and J), but 85% of neurons (202/238, n = 3) still contained autophagosomes in brain sections similar to Syx17 mutants (Fig. S2 K).

The potential contribution of caspase activation to mutant phenotypes was tested in epistasis analyses. Neuron-specific expression of p35 or the pancaspase inhibitor DIAP1 (Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis protein 1) failed to rescue locomotion defects in 2-d-old Syx17 mutant adults (Fig. 5 H). In addition, although transgenic expression of Syx17 fully rescued the viability of Syx17 mutant adults (174/175 adults alive on day 4),
Figure 4. Syx17 is recruited to completed autophagosomes. (A and B) Endogenous Syx17 colocalizes with both endogenous [A] and GFP-tagged [B] Atg8a in starved fat body cells. [C and D] No colocalization is observed between Syx17 and the phagophore marker Atg5 [C] or late endosomes and lysosomes, labeled by GFP-dLAMP [D]. (E) Syx17 and Atg8a do not colocalize in Atg2 mutants that accumulate Atg8a-positive stalled phagophores. Insets show merged images (top), Syx17 channels (middle), and relevant green channels (bottom) enlarged from boxed areas in [A–E]. (F) Immunogold labeling reveals that Syx17 is associated with the outer membrane of autophagosomes (AP). Bars: (A and C–E) 20 µm; (B) 20 µm; (F) 100 nm.

Figure 5. Impaired autophagosome maturation leads to locomotion defects in 2-d-old adult flies. (A and B) Atg8a-positive autophagosomes and p62 aggregates accumulate in Syx17 mutant brains [B] compared with similarly aged controls [A]. (C–E) No autophagosomes are found by EM in neurons of control adult flies [C]. Large-scale accumulation of autophagosomes (arrowheads) is obvious in Syx17 mutant neurons [D]. Autophagosome accumulation is rescued in Syx17 mutant neurons by transgenic expression of Syx17 [E]. (F and G) Quantification of data presented in A and B (F) and C–E (G); n = 9 for A and B, and n = 4 for C–E. Error bars mark SDs. ***, P < 0.001. (H) Syx17 mutant adults perform poor compared with controls in climbing tests. Expression of Syx17 in mutants rescues locomotion defects. Neuron-specific expression of caspase inhibitors p35 or DIAP1 have no influence on climbing performance of adult flies, and these do not rescue the defects of Syx17 mutant adults. n = 90 for all genotypes. Error bars mark SDs. ***, P < 0.001. (I–K) TUNEL assays reveal apoptotic DNA fragmentation in Syx17 mutant brains [J] compared with controls [I], which is rescued by expression of Syx17 [K]. Bars: (A; B, and I–K) 20 µm; (C–E) 1 µm.
all mutant flies expressing either p35 or DIAP1 still died within 4 d of eclosion (n = 90 and 105, respectively). These results suggest that neuronal caspase activation may not be a major cause for the locomotion defects and premature death of Syx17 mutant adult flies.

Collectively, we showed that a complex of SNARE proteins Syx17, usnp, and VAMP7 is required for autophagosome clearance and that autophagosomes gain competence to fuse with late endosomes and lysosomes by recruiting Syx17. The locomotion defects and early death of viable Syx17 mutants indicate that lysosomal degradation and recycling of sequestered autophagosomal cargo is crucial to maintain organismal health and proper brain functions in Drosophila.

Materials and methods

Fly strains and genetics

Flies were maintained on standard yeast/commene/agar media. In climbing tests, a total of 90 adults per genotype were recorded and scored in cohorts of three to six flies, after tapping them down in a plastic graduated cylinder (Juhász et al., 2007). In clonal analyses, RNAi was generated spontaneously in larvae carrying hs-Flp; upstream activation sequence (UAS)-Orc2; Actin-Cd2-Gal4 UAS-RNAi (and UAS-GFP or UAS-LAMP1-GFP as a knock-down cell marker), and mutant cell clones (marked by lack of GFP expression) were generated by heat shocking 2–4 h embryos of the genotype hs-Flp; ubiquitin-hs-Flp; UAS-RNAi and GFP FRT2A/Syx17[ll] FRT2A in a 38°C water bath for 1 h (Juhász et al., 2007, 2008; Pircs et al., 2012). Expression of mCherry-Atg8a was driven by a fat body-specific r4 promoter in our screen (transgenic flies were provided by T. Neufeld, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; Pircs et al., 2012). We used the GFP knockin line dLAMP[CTPI01775] (Drosophila Genetic Resource Center) to label lysosomes, w[1118] as control, UAS-GFP, and Actin-Gal4 for Western blots and collagen-Gal4 for EM in L3 stage larvae, and overexpression of UAS-p35 or UAS-DIAP1 in adult neurons was mediated by elav-Gal4 (all obtained from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center).

Histology and imaging

LTR staining and imaging were performed by incubating dissected L3 stage fat bodies in 100 nM LTR (Invitrogen) for 5 min. For immunofluorescent labeling, bisected embryos were fixed overnight at 4°C in 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBST (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) and blocked in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.05% sodium deoxycholate, and 3% goat serum for 3 h followed by overnight incubations with primary and secondary antibodies in blocking buffer at 4°C (Juhász et al., 2007; Pircs et al., 2012). We used chicken anti-GFP (1:1,500; Invitrogen), rabbit anti-Atg5 (1:100; Sigma-Aldrich), rabbit anti-Atg8a (1:500; provided by K. Kohler, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; Berry and Baehrecke, 2007), rabbit anti-Atg7[d77]/Atg7[d14] (Juhász et al., 2007) mutants, and SNARE loss-of-function strains listed in Table S1. Knockdown of usnp was induced by Actin-Gal4 for Westerdal blots and collagen-Gal4 for EM in L3 stage larvae, and overexpression of UAS-p35 or UAS-DIAP1 in adult neurons was mediated by elav-Gal4 (all obtained from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center).

Molecular cloning and generation of polyclonal antibodies

The genomic region containing Drosophila Syx17 was amplified using primers 5′-GGCGCGGCGCTAGCGGCCGCGCGCGCCG-3′ and 5′-GGATGCTAGCGGCCGCTTAGACGTAAAGCGC-3′ and cloned into pCasper5 as an SphI fragment. Transgenic flies genSyx17 were generated following standard procedures (BestGene, Inc.). Syx17 coding sequences were amplified by PCR using primers 5′-ATGAGCCCGATGAGAATCTGCGCCC-3′ and 5′-ATCTTCGAGGTTCTTTCGATGG-3′, phosphorylated, blunt cloned into XmnI–EcoRV-digested dephosphorylated pENTR1A (Invitrogen), and subsequently recombined into pDEST17 (Invitrogen). N-terminally His-tagged protein was expressed in the Escherichia coli Rosetta strain (EMD Millipore) and purified using Ni-agarose beads (Qiagen). Rosetta strain was used to immunize rats and guinea pigs following standard procedures with Freund’s adjuvants (Sigma-Aldrich). Syx17 pENTR1A was recombined into pTFW (Drosophila Genomics Resource Center) to yield UAS–Syx17–FLAG, in which 3×FLAG replaces the two transmembrane domains and the extreme C-terminal region of Syx17. usnp and VAMP7 coding sequences were amplified using primers 5′-GTAGCGCGGCGCGGCT-ACCAGGGATGCGCTATACGTAGAACG-5′ and 5′-TATGCCCAGCACTCTTCC-3′ and 5′-GTAGCCGGCCTGGGGACCCAGGATCTATAGTGATGATCGGCCG-3′/5′-ATATGCCCAGCGCTGTACTGCTGCT-3′, respectively, and cloned into pUAST-3×HA to generate UAS-HA-usnp and UAS-HA-VAMP7. Note that the transmembrane region was removed from tagged VAMP7. The aforementioned transmembrane primers were used to amplify coding sequences into pENTR1A followed by recombination of the resulting entry clone into pDEST17, expression and purification of the recombinant protein, and immunization of rats as for Syx17.

Cell line and coimmunoprecipitations

Embryonic hemocyte-derived D.Mel-2 cells were maintained in Express-Five Serum-Free medium (Invitrogen) and transfected with UAS constructs and metallotheonin-Gal4 plasmid using TransIT-2020 reagent (Mirus Bio LLC). 48 h later, protein expression was induced by adding 1 mM CuSO4 for overnight incubation. Cultured cells were collected, washed twice in PBS, lysed in the presence of a lysis buffer (1% Triton X-100, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) containing complete protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails (Sigma-Aldrich), and spun for 10 min at 10,000 g in a centrifuge (S430R; Eppendorf) at 4°C followed by the addition of flag–SLUR-FLAG (Sigma-Aldrich) to the cleared supernatant. After incubation at 4°C for 2 h, beads were collected by centrifugation at 5,000 g for 30 s at 4°C followed by extensive washes in lysis buffer and finally boiling in 30 µl Laemmli sample buffer. Coimmunoprecipitations were repeated using a different DNA clone for all constructs, with similar results. For endogenous interaction experiments, either 100 mg of adult flies was starved for 2 h or 150 mg of cultured cells was washed for 2 × 10 min in PBS and homogenized for 2 × 10 s on ice in 1 ml lysis buffer containing 1% Triton X-100, using an homogenizer (Ultra-Turrer T10; IKA) equipped with a disperser (SON-SG, IKA). Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 90, 130 g for 5 min at 4°C (adult supernatants were spun once more to completely

Image analysis and statistics

Colocalization of puncta was counted manually on a computer situated in a darkroom, only taking into account overlapping structures with a similar shape and size in relevant fluorescent channels. For statistical analyses, original, unmodified images were imported in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health), and the intensity threshold for the relevant channel was set so that as many dots as possible were selected without the merging of clearly separable adjacent dots. In clonal analyses, mutant or RNAi cells were then manually encircled based on the GFP channel, and the number and size of dots in the relevant channel within that area were recorded. Adjacent control cells were selected randomly from the same image and analyzed. When comparing images from different control and mutant animals, a 300 × 300-pixel area was randomly selected from each image and analyzed as in clonal experiments. Images taken from the number of animals (n) per genotype as indicated in figure legends were evaluated for all experiments. Data were then imported into SPSS Statistics (IBM) and tested for normality of data distribution and then, p-values were calculated with the appropriate statistical tests: two-tailed, two-sample, unequal variance t test or U test for pairwise comparison of normal or nonnormal distribution data, respectively, and analysis of variance or nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis tests for multiple comparisons of normal or nonnormal distribution data, respectively. For autophagic flux measurements with mCherry-GFP-Atp8a, primary images were imported into ImageJ and analyzed automatically using the colocalization plugin with the intensity correlation tool. Clones from 5–10 animals per genotype were evaluated with similar results, and one representative dot plot is shown in Fig. 1 (L−O−) for each.
get rid of fat and unbroken cuticle pieces) followed by incubation with 3 μl rat anti-usnp (this study) or anti-GFP (Pircs et al., 2012), or guinea pig anti-Syx17 (this study) or anti-GFP (raised in collaboration with J. Mihály and G. Griffiths, and N.T. Ktistakis. 2008. Autophagosome formation from membrane compartments enriched in phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate and dynamically connected to the endoplasmic reticulum. J. Cell Biol. 182:685–701. http://dx.doi.org/10.1083/jcb.200803137
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